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ABSTRACT

A one-dimensional mathematical dynarnic simulation model for predicting the
transient behavior of air induction systems for advanced tactical aircraft operating in
the supe esonic portion of the flight spectrum is discussed. As a part of the simula-
tion model, control system logic is included to provide control system design criteria
necessary to maintain air induction system response to selected input disturbances
within prescribed limits. The model is applicable to both external and mixed com-
pression inlets operating at supersonic conditions. The "lumped parameter" concept
is used in simulating the dynamic response of the subsonic duct downstream of the
terminal shock, with the duct divided into three lumps. CDC 6600 digital computer
programs have been generated for each of three sub-models (i.e., Standard, Buzz,
and Hammershock models). Numerous sample simulation runs are presented and
discussed in detail., Limited comparisons of simulation results to available test data
show good agreement.
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g Gravitational acceleration, 32.2 - fsec
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calculation (see Appendix II)
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

The basic requirement for any air induction system is to provide the engine with

air r~t high pressure recovery and low pressure distortion at all flight conditions. The

increased mission requirements for future highly maneuverable advanced supersonic

tactical aircraft have made the task of designing air induction systems for these air-

craft extremely complex. In addition to the steady state requirements for high effi-

ciency at subsonic and supersonic cruise Mach numbers, the air induction systems for

these aircraft must be designed to provide stable operation of the propulsion system

during transient conditions resulting from rapid changes in engine thrust, flight alti-

tude, and aircraft attitude during transonic and supersonic maneuvering. Thus, pre-

diction of the transient response of air induction systems to externally or internally

generated disturbances whose combined rates and amplitudes lead to non-equilibrium

flow phenomena is highly desirable during preliminary design in order to provide

early assessment of potential problems affecting propulsion system stability.

Reported herein is a one-dimensional mathematical dynamic simulation model

for predicting the transient behavior of air induction systems for advanced tactical

aircraft operating in the supersonic portion of the flight spectrum. As a part of the

simulation model, control system logic is included to provide control system design

criteria necessary to maintain air induction system response to selected input dis-

turbances within prescribed limits. The model is applicable to both external and

mixed compression inlets operating at supersonic conditions. The "lumped parame-

ter" concept is used in simulating the dynamic response of the subsonic duct down-

stream of the terminal shock, with the duct divided into three lumps. The total

dynamic simulation model consists of three sub-models designated as follows:

Model 1 -Standard Model

Model 2 - Buzz Model

Model 3 - Hammershock Model



The decks for these models were initially developed on Northrop's IBM 360 computer

using IBM "Continuous Systems Modeling Program" (CSMP) language and have subse-

quently been converted to a similar language from CDC called "Continuous Systems

Simulation Language (CSSL 3)" for use on the Air Force CDC 6600 system. A user's

manual is available (Reference 1) for the CDC 6600 (CSSL 3) version of the dynamic

simulation program. It describes the decks in detail and discusses the procedure for

operating them.

The results presented berein begin with a brief review of input transients likely

to be encountered by advanced tactical aircraft. Following Lhis is a detailed descrip-

tion of the theoretical approach used in developing the simulation models, with sep-

arate derivations of key equations given in the appendices. Next, numerous sample

simulation runs are presented and discussed in detail. Finally, hammershock simu-

lation results are compared with available test data.
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SECTION 11

Alit IND)UCTION SYSTEM THIIANSIENTS' I
Transient disturbances contributing to propulsion system instability have been

well documented by various sources (e.g., iReferences 2 and 3). These disturbances

may be generally categorized as follows:

1. External Disturbances - Transient disturbances originating external to the

propulsion system such as wind gusts, clear air turbulence, passing air-

craft wakes, aircraft maneuvering, hot gas ingestion due to -missile and gun

firing, etc.

2. Internal Disturbances - Transient disturbances that originate within the

propulsion system such as sudden changes in engine airflow demand caused

by throttle burst or chop, afterburner light-off or blowout, engine stall,

etc.

The range in rates and amplitudes of input disturbances likely to be encountered

by advanced tactical aircraft is wide. Of interest with respect to air induction

dynamic simulation are those transients whose combined rates and amplitudes are

sufficiently high to cause significant deviation in the instantaneous thermodynamic

properties within the air induction system from the quasi-steady state properties

associated with slower transients. For example, a typical engine throttle burst

occurring over a period of a few seconds, while seemingly being a "transient" situa-

tion, is in fact essentially a quasi-steady state process with respect to the response

of the air induction system. That is, at each instant in time during such a transient,

the airflow within the induction system is in equilibrium with respect to the instantane-

ous engine demand.

On the other hand, more rapid input disturbances (some examples of which are

shown in Figure 1) can cause significant deviations in the thermodynamic properties

within the air induction system from steady state conditions. The magnitude of devi-

ation from steady state is also a function of the length/volume characteristics of the

air induction system. For these cases, non-equilibrium effects occur due to the

3I
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inertial and capacitance characteristics of air within the induction system. The result

is an instantaneous imbalance of airflows and pressures within the duct over the dura-

tion of the input disturbance. This can lead to propulsion system instability due to

exposure of the engine compressor face to rapid rates of pressure rise and decay

and/or adverse instantaneous pressure distortion and turbulence patterns. It can also

lead to excessive pressure levels within the duct (e.g., rapid cut-off of engine airflow

can result in instantaneous duct pressure levels in excess of freestream stagnation

pressure).
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SECTION III

SIMULATION MODELS - IMEORETICAL APPROACH

Dynamic mathematical models are currently available which simulate air induc-

tion system response to given input transients using various calculation approaches in

modeling the portion of the subsonic duct downstream of the normal shock (NS).

Reference 4 uses a Helmholtz resonator spring-mass concept when calculating condi-

tions within the subsonic duct. Reference 5 uses the artificial viscosity technique in

calculating the effect of large amplitude trari•!ents (i.e., compressor surge). Wasser-

bauer and Willoh (Relerence 6) use a linearized small perturbation method to predict

inlet response, while Marvin (Reference 2) uses the 'lumped parameter' concept in

simulating air induction system response to various typical transients.

After a thorough technical review of the various available models and an assess-

ment of their suitability for achieving the objectives of Contract F33615-69-C-1699,
"Supersonic Inlet Investigation," the 'lumped parameter' concept developed in Refer-

ence 2 was selected, based on the merits of its thermodynamic formulation, and also

because the range of models developed and the types of air induction systenib simu-

lated were the rmost suitable for achieving the contract objectives. This concept

(which is explained in detail in this section) divides the subsonic duct into a number of
lumped volumes. Models that treat the whole subsonic duct as a single lumped volume
may be sufficiently accurate for fairly short air induction systems (podded or wing

mounted turbofan installations), but their accuracy deteriorates for inlets which are

long with respect to their equivalent flow diameters (fuselage integrated air induction

systems typical of advanced tactical aircraft). For relatively long air induction sys-

temas it becomes neoessary to divide the subsonic duct into more than one lumped

volume. Although simulation accuracy increases with increasing number of volume

lumps used, practical considerations (computer storage and run time) limit the num-

ber to three or four. All the models reported herein divide the subsonic duct volume

into three initially equal volumes.

t___



Ihis section outlines the theory and equations for three models, all based on the

'lumped parameter' concept for the subsonic duct downstream of the NS. Each model

treats both mixed and external compression air induction systems at supersonic

speeds. The three models are:

Model 1 - Three lamp Standard Model

Model 2 - Three lamp Buzz Model

Model 3 - Three Lump Hammershock Model

The 2D mixed compression (2DM) air induction system is used to illustrate
Model 1, while the 2D external compression (2DE) air induction system is used to

illustrate Models 2 and 3. Since only one air induction system is used to illustrate

each model in detail, any key differences in the basic model after it has been adapted

to the other air induction system are also described. Each theoretical -,odel Wi

divided into three segments - Input Data, Initial Conditions, and Dynamic Calculations.

The Input Data segment supplies the others with all the information regarding inlet

steady state operating conditions, inlet geometry and the engine inputs to the air

in(Auction system. The Initial Conditions segment calculates the steady state air induc-

tion system performance in order to supply the Dynamic segment with initial values of

key simulation parameters which are required before the dynamic calculations can be

initiated. The complete dynamic problem, including the response of the relevant con-

trol parameters to any input transient, is solved in the Dynamic segment. Block

diagrams containing the structural statements required for each model are included.

A detailed discussion of the lumped parameter concept and the theoretical approach

used in formulating each model follows.

'LUMPED PARAMETER' CONCEPT

The application of this concept to the thermodynamic system can be explained

with the help of an analogous electrical network with lumped parameters. The ther-

modynamic system and the corresponding electrical analogy are shown in Figure 2.

Inertia (dynamic) and friction (steady state) forces, which are analogous to inductance

and resistance in the electrical system, are 'lumped' and inserted between 'lumped

volumes' with stored mass and energy, the latter being analogous to capacitance in

the electrical circuit.

8



Thermodynamic System

Inertia (dynamic) and friction
(steady state) forces 'lumped'
between energy/mass storage
elements.

I t
t~ I

(P, T, W)

Energy/Mass Storage

Electrical Analogy

Inductance (dynamic) and
resistance (steady state)
between energy storage
elements.

InputElm E output
V a 2(t) Voltage

Energy Storage

Figure 2. Electrical Analogy for 'Lumped Parameter'
Thermodynamic System
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The thermodynamic lumped parameter concept, as applied to supersonic air

induction sys!ems, is shown in Figure 3, using the 2DM inlet. The subsonic duct is

first divided into three initially equal volumes, 6, Vol112 , and Vo11 8 . The total

pressures and temperatures within each of these volumes, during the simulation, are

calculated using the equation of state in conjunction with the unsteady continuity and

energy equations. Detailed derivation of the total pressure and temperature rate

equations is presented in Appendix I. The volume of the first lump (Vol 6) changes

with the movement of its upstream boundary (represented by the NS) under the influ-

ence of a transient. Boundaries of the remaining two volumes (Vol 1 2 and Vol 18 ) are

fixed. The model is limited to cases where the NS does not cross the fixed bound-

aries, since this situation could only arise when the bypass control malfunctions

during an extremely severe transient, a rather unlikely occurrence for the cases of

interest.

To calculate rate of change of flow rate (W8 and *14) at each of the two fixed

boundaries, the subsonic duct is divided into two halves, each half containing a fixed

boundary (Stations 8 and 14). The rate of change of flow rates at these boundaries are

then determined by calculating the rate of change of momentum of each volume half

due to the instantaneous net imbalanced force acting on it during the simulation. For

this calculation both the volumes are frozen at their NS-at-throat value during the

transient. The single fixed boundary for this calculation is located at the volumetric

center of Vol 12 . This derit •tion is presented in Appendix II.

MODEL 1 - THREE LUMP STANDARD MODEL

This model, as applied to the 2DM air induction system (Figure 3), is limited to

simulating its response in the started mode. Bypass and throat area controls are

provided to maintain the inlet in the started mode and, therefore, for transients

severe enough to cause an unscart [excluding buzz (simulated by Model 2) and engine

stall (simulated by Model 3)], the control system response may have to be modified

to avoid the unstart.

This model, wher. adapted to the 2DE air induction system, includes an upstream

supersonic model for simulating NS external movement on the ramp upstream of the

cowl. A description of this upstream supersonic model for the 2DE inlet follows the

10
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detailed discussion of the theoretical approach in formulating the 2DM air induction
system. Model 1 is capable of calculating system dynamic response to both external

and internal transients. However, in discussing the theoretical approach, an internal
transient (rapid changes in engine flow demand) has been used as an example.

Dynamic Calculations
/

The block diagram for the dynamic calculations is presented on Sheets 1 to 4,
Figure 4. In the program, the NS motion (X) during a transient (external or internal),
with respect to the duct, is calculated using the equation

where

Mx - the Mach number of the flow, with repoect to the duct, upstream of the

NS

and MX = the Mach number of the flow, with respect to the NS, upstream of the NS

/FLY "(2)

X may be positive or negative, depending on whether the NS is travelling in the down-
stream or upstream direction, respectively. The NS is assumed to be without iniertia
or thickitess. Instantaneous static pressures PSX and PSY across the NS [Equa-
tion (2)1 are calculated independently from the upstream and downstream flow proper-

"ties as follows:

Properties Upstream of the NS. The instantaneous value of PSX is obtained by

first calculating the flow function FX upstream of the NS.

F) -- t JTT. (3)

12
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where AX is the local duct area upstream of the NS.

MX is then obtained using this value of flow function and the input curve,

MX = I (FX) (4)

Knowing MX. TSX and PSX can then be calculated as follows,

T-;X = TTw /(I+ L (- (5)

11)st W PT• X - (6)

Properties Downstream of the NS. The response of the subsonic duct volume

(and hence, the instantaneous value of PSy) to rapid changes in flow (W2 ) at the com-

pressor face is calculated by first computing the rate of change of total pressure and

temperature within each of the three volume lumps, Vol 1 8 , Vo112 , and Vo16 , starting

from the compressor face. Thus, within Vol 1 8 ' the total pressure and temperature

rate equations (see Appendix I for derivation) can be written as

TTF TTi, (8)

Inflow at each of the two fixed boundaries is computed by integrating the rate of

change of flow (W!8 and W14 ). Thus, at the fixed boundary station 14, the inflow W14

into Vol18 changes at the rate

17
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,PT.•- ? - o7 cFL) (9)

where 12 is the dynamic impedance constant (derived in Appendix 11)

1kM CPT X- 5ý)
0 .0216, (PrxT - P-S,) (0

KM is an empirical subsonic diffuser pressure loss factor which is a function of MX.

The value of .026 selected for this factor by Reference 2 in their simulation models is

also used here.

Similarly, within Vol 1 2,, PT12 and TT12 are obtained from equations

12- W

'T.T. TT IL it TTi I,. W 1 - W ) P.. 12 (12)
-IN. 12L1 VT- 2 _

where, at the fixed boundary station 8, the inflow W8 into Vol 1 2 changes at the rate

8•T-_ (2, -1' L2. P) (13)
TI

The total pressure and temperature rate equations for Vol 6 include the effect of

the moving upstream boundary, represented by the NS, ao that

FTC, [T-W - 4T6 WASK)TcK V __ (14)

Trr - TI' FzI.Z.T-r• _. __ (15)
& aL T

Inflow into Vol 6 , where the upstream boundary rz-nresented by the NS is moving, can

be visualized to consist of two parts:

(a) inflow WX with respect to the duct

(b) Inflow swept by the upstream boundary area AX, moving at velocity * rela-

tive to the duct, through air at density pSX, which is equal to pSX AX '
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Thus, inflow with respect to the normal shock

where, by definition,

WSAX Ps x(16)

and is negative for positive X (downstream NS movement) and vice-versa.

The total-to-static pressure and temperature ratio terms C' and Z (defined in

Appendix I) are obtained by entering the input data tables C'6 and Z6 , repeatedly with

the following flow functions based on the instantaneous mean flow rates within each

volume lump.

C.) t; W V +W (17)

A , 9T a.2-

W a2 (18)
A IL R1 ,2 ...

pig C, O. L+ -, -÷ W ", (19)

Aie, PTi,
Using PT6 (obtained by integrating Equation 14), PSY is next calculated as follows.

The flow function Fy may be written as

Fy W, JTTm (20)
AT Prý_.

PSY/PTY is next obtained using this value of flow function and the input curve

PSY FY(21)
T1Y
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From this ratio, PSY is given by

PS y ( 5) Y (22)

The instantaneous values of P and PSY (obtained from Equations 6 and 22, respec-

tively) are then used in Equation (2) to obtain MX Cor calculating the normal shock (NS)

velocity X (Equation (1)1.

Air Induction System Controls: Control logic is provided in this model to pre-

vent two types of unstarts associated with mixed compression inlets: Choked throat

unstart and the unstart caused by disgorgement of the NS resulting from reduction in

engine demand. Choked throat unstart occurs when the throat cannot pass the flow

being supplied by the inlet, resulting in an unstable normal shock appearing just

upstream of the throat. (in addition to the NS located downstream) which is immediately

disgorged to allow subsonic spillage of the excess air. Choked throat unstart can be

caused by (a) increase in the throat flow function towards the choked value due to

reduction in M0 , (b) reduction in throat area, and (c) increase in the flow being sup-

plied to the inlet due to increase in angle of attack. Thus, during this type of an

unstart, two normal shocks can instantaneously exist in the induction system, although

the choked throat unstart will probably also cause the supercritical NS (i.e., the ter-

minal shock) to move rapidly upstream, overtake, and ultimately coalesce with the

unstable normal shock origilaTing at the throat before the latter reaches the cowl lip.

In the program, a variable area bypass is used to control the terminal shock motion

and the inlet throat area is programmed to open if the throat tends to choke. The con-

trol logic flow is presented in Figure 4, Sheet 4.

Bypass Area Control: The basic bypass area control error function con-

sists OF the following four error signals:

(ý% & Y' 4- D×-. .- + *ýJ F + -A, Y (23)

where, CGX AX is the proportional signal on shock position deviation

AX = (REF -X)

G DX 4X is the derivative signal on shock position deviation, AX
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and GDN aIF is the derivative signal on engine fan speed deviation

ANF = (NFREF - N F). Since the engine fan speed

directly effects the engine flow deniand,this is essentially

an engine flow (W2E) derivative signal.

G A is the derivative signal on bypass areat, ABy, and

G AX, GDX, GDN and GAB are the gains associated with the signals defined
above.

Also,

-•X is the derivative lag on shock position deviation, AX,

A •F is the derivative lag on engine fan speed deviation, ANF1 and

A is the derivative lag on bypass area, ABY BY'

Each of the above four error signals provide an overall bypass area error signal

which is a function not only of the position error (XREF - X),but also of the rate

at which the deviation of X and N F occurs from their respective reference val-

ues, and the rate at which ABY opens or closes.

A derivative lag is a derivative of the lagged input and is obtained by subtracting

the lagged input from the input and dividing the result by the time constant T.

Thus, using Laplace transforms

Si• -(24)

The expression on the RHS in the above equation is the derivative of the laggedZ
input _-- as defined by the theorem on Laplace transforms of derivatives (Ref-

erence 7).

Each of the derivative signals in the error function (23) is calculated In the

model as follows, assuming a practical value, in terms of controls hardware

response, of . 01 for the time constant.

The derivative signal on shock position deviation (AX) is

1(25)
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Note that AX is negative for downstream movement of the normal shock. This

essentially means that the signal will tend to increase the negative portion of the

total error in the bypass logic if the rate of deviation increases as the NS moves

downstream, thus tending to close the bypass at a faster rate to reduce the

deivation.

Similarly, the derivative signal on engine fan speed deviation (ANF) is

S_(t - 60: (26

I F 6oD ) - (6

If the fan speed increases beyond NFREF, the engine instantaneously demands

more flow and the NS again tends to move downstream. With AN F negtive, an

error signal similar to AX is input to drive the NS back towards the throat.

The A derivative signal iq

/Ae Agy --4MA, I (27)

This is a damping input on the closing/opening rate of ABY itself to avoid large

overshoots. The derivative input (i.e., the expression in brackets in equation

(27)] is deliberately reversed to allow for a positive error when ABY closes,

(thus damping the overall negative error) and, correspondingly, a negative error

when it opens.

Throat Area Control: The throat area control logic sets up an error func-

tion (ATSCH - AT.) for any deviation of the actual throat area (AT) from the

scheduled value (ATSCH) and tries to hold the scheduled value by reducing the

error. Thus, in trying to hold the scheduled value, the control not only accom-
plishes the task of avoiding a choked throat unstart but also tries to maintain

inlet performance as close to optimum as possible during a tran.sient.

Initial Conditions

This segment supplies the dynamic segment with the initial values of the follow-
ing parameters, calculated from the input data, which are required before thl dynamic

calculationa can be initiated: (X)IC, (pT6)IC, (PT12)IC' (PT18)IC, (TT6)IC,

TTI2)IC, (T TI8)Ic(W8)IC, (WI4)IC, (A BY)IC, (A,)C"
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This is achieved by -alculating the air induction system steady state performance at

the given operating condition as shown in the block diagram (Figure 5). The NS initial

condition (X) is obtained from the free stream Mach number using the input data

table XREF = f(M 0). The initial values of various flow rates (W Wx)I,
(WTBY)IC1 ' areas f(Ax)IC, (AT)ICI and the NS upstream total temperature (TTIc)IC

are calculated next,using the input data tables as shown in Sheet 1. These are then

used as inputs in Sheet 2 to calculate properties behind the NS. (PT6)IC is obtained

from the total pressure drop corresponding to the NS upstream Mach number,

(Mx)IC. The initial total pressures (PTi2)IC and (PTI8)IC are then obtained as

follows.

((Vr, -2 )1.s(FIL 1C (28)

(IT.)C. -b L) (AC (29)

where

The total temperatures throughout the air induction system are initially constant and

equal to the initial freestream total temperature (TTO)IC since the flow process is

assumed to be adiabatic.

At the initial condition, the bypass area is sized such that the NS is located at

the desired supercritical location as follows:,

(W9 )-C (30)j

(At-5y) 1C _ ~2~c~ r)r (31)

The bypass area is assumed to be choked during the entire simulation run.

Input Data

Input data required for the 2DM air induction system dynamic ,- mulation is pre-

sented in Table I. The functional relations are shown for each input ,ariable along

with the figure in which it is presented. The overall data is input into the program
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TABLE I. MODEL 1 - 2DM THREE LUMP STANDARD MODEL INPUT DATA

INPUT PARAMETER FUNCTIONAL RELATION FIGURE NO.

Inlet Key Operating and
Geometric Parameters

a f(t) or constant

1 constant

,
H f(t) or constant

iU 0  f(t) or constant

ACAP constant

P OSTD f•i)

T OSTD fRI) -

ML f(Mdo a) 13(a)

MR f (ML' R2) 13(b)

PTL/PT0 f(M 0, a) 13 (c)

PTR/PTL f(ML aR2) 13(d)

A0/AcAP f(M0 , a) 13(e)

aR 2  f(M0 ) 13(f)

Ax f(X, *R2) 13(k)

ATSCH f(aR2) 13(g)

SWBR/W 0 f (M L) 13(1)

W BX /Iw f QML' X) 13C1)

SBy/W 0 f(M LR X ) 130)

XSU f(aR2) 130)

SXSL ý(&R2) 130)

XREF f(aR2 ) 130h)

Psy /P TY f(Fy) 13(p)

M f(FXI - V"p-) 13(n)

Scale ,,Constant
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TABLE I. MODEL 1 - 2DM THREE LUMP STANDARD MODEL INPUT DATA

(Continued)

INPUT PARAMETER FUNCTIONAL RELATION FIGURE NO.

Lumped Volume Parameters

(PT6/P TX)IC f(MX) 13(o)

A 1 2  constant

A18 constant

X8  constant -

Vol6  f(aR 2 , X) 13(1)

Vol 1 2  constant -

Vol1 8  constant
I1 constant

12 constant -

Z6 , Z1 2, Z 18  f(F6 ), f(F 1 2 ), f(F 18 ) 13(r)

C?6 , C 12, C'18 f(F 6 ), f(F 12 ), f(F 18 ) 13(q)

Engine Parameters
*

N F f(t) or constant

W2EC f(NF/IVO2) or constant 13(m)

*These parameters define specific input transients. One or more of these is input
as a function of time for a particular simulation run, the others being constant.
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either as a constant or as one or two dimensional tabulated data. Parameters marked

with an asterisk define specific input transients. Any one or more of these may be

input as a function of time for a particular simulation run, the others remaining con-

stant. This concludes the discussion on Model I as applied to the 2DM air induction

system. The key difference in this model, when it is used for the 2DE air induction

system, is the model for simulating NS travel on the inlet ramp. This is discussed

below.

Standard Supersonic/Subsonic Upstream Model

For the 2DE air induction system, a model is required to simulate NS travel on

the ramp when the inlet is operating subcritically. The approach is shown schemat-

ically in Figure 6. Figure 6(a) shows the NS within the cowl when the inlet operates

supercritically at an off-design Mach number and, hence, with only supersonic

spillage (WCAP - W0 ). The inflows and outflows from the first lumoed control vol-

ume, Vol6 , when thd inlet operates subcritically, are shown in Figure 6(b). The sub-

sonic spillage WSP required to calculate the flow entering the inlet (W0  - WSp) is

obtained from Moeckel's continuity model. This model defines the relationship

between shock stand-off distance (L) and the subsonic spillage and is explained in

detail in Appendix III.

MODEL 2 - THREE LUMP BUZZ MODEL

A number of theories are available in literature which attempt to explain the

rather complex unsteady phenomena called inlet 'buzz"' (References 8 and 9). Inlet

buzz generally occurs at subcritical operation when the inlet mass flow ratio falls

below a certain level causing large excursions of the normal shock (NS) fore and aft

along the inlet compression surfaces at a high frequency. The resulting large periodic

total temperature/pressure variations, and the associated dynamic distortion at the

compressor face, can lead to engine stall.

The analytical model described herein does not attempt to predict conditions at

which buzz occurs. Rather, its function is to indicate the buzz intensity (i. e., frequency,

NS excursion distance, P adT2 T2 amplitudes, etc.), once it has been triggered at

a particular inlet operating condition. The buzz concept adopted for this model, and

the theoretical approach used in simulating it, is discussed below using the 2DE air

induction system. The same model applies to the 2DM air induction system except

for the added internal NS travel from the throat to the cowl defined as the 'unstart'

portion of the transient.
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The Buzz Concept

The theory for buzz adopted here focuses on the massive boundary layer separa-

tion due to the normal shock-boundary layer interaction on the inlet compression

surfaces as the source of instability (Reference 2). The criteria for normal shock

induced boundary layer separation is presented in Reference 10. It states that separa-

tion occurs when the static pressure across the NS rises to approximately 1.89. This

static pressure rise requires that the Mach number entering the shock be 1.33 or above.

The buzz concept is shown schematically in Figure 7. The turbulent separated

boundary layer region contains relatively low energy air compared to that outside the

boundary layer. This low energy turbulent separated boundary layer zone tends to act

like a wedge superimposed on the inlet compression surface, thus throttling the flow

entering the inlet and causing significant quantities of the high energy air to spill sub-

sonically outside the cowl.

Figure 7(a) schematically shows first lumped control volume (Vol 6 ), and the

inflow and outflow through the boundaries. The upstream boundary is the NS which

extends up to the critical flow streamline. The inflow (Wx) is compressed somewhat

by the separated boundary layer as it enters the NS through the effective area AEX,

which is the geometric area (Ax) less the separated boundary layer area (AAEX).

This inflow includes the subsonic spillage flow (WN ). The control volume includes

both the high and the low energy streams, with the latter merely acting as a throttling

agent, allowing only the throttled throat flow WET to exit (or enter, if reverse flow

conditions exist) through the fixed boundary at Station 8. The remaining outflows from

the volume are the ramp and throat bleeds and the subsonic spillage between the NS

and the cowl.

The key parameters selected for simulating inlet buzz are the effective throat

area ratio AET/AT and the total pressure ratio P T12/PT0 (Figure 7(b) and (c)).oAs the NS

travels upstream, separation increases significantly, causing massive throttling when

the NS reaches the first ramp. Figure 7(b) shows that the effective throat area ratio,

AET /AT decreases to 0.3 for the 2DE inlet operating at Mach 2.5, due to throat

throttling as the NS travels upstream from the cowl. The decrease in AET/AT is

based on throat blockage levels used in Reference 11. which compares' XB-70

flight test data with simulation predictions of inlet unstart and buzz.

The throttling of flow due to massive boundary layer separation during the buzz

cycle causes significant instantaneous flow imbalance within the subsonic duct. That
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is, during the separated flow portion of the buzz cycle, inflow to the subsonic duct is

drastically reduced while the engine demand remains unchanged, resulting in a

sharp reduction in pressure throiL'hout the duct. As the pressure drops below a

critical value (specifically when P, /P .315), reattachment of the flow occurs,
L12 To'

thus increasing the throat flow area and the subsonic duct pressure level. As the

pressure rises above a critical level (specifically, when P /P > .5i9), separa-T12 TO
tion of the boundary layer is reinitiated. The reattachment/separation critical values

of .315 and .519, respectively, were established in Reference 2.

Dynamic Calculations

The overall calculation procedure for the buzz condition is the same as for Model

1. That is, the NS velocity X is obtained from the instantaneous static pressures PSX

and PSY calculated independently from the flow properties upstream and downstream of

the NS. However, this model differs in the method used to calculate

(a) properties upstream of the NS, and

(b) properties within the first lumped volume (Vol 6 ).

Also, additional logic has been added for

(a) simulating buzz using a boundary layer separation/reattachment model,

with on/off and hysteresis characteristics, that is controlled by key buzz

parameters, and

(b) calculaLing dynamic conditions downstream of the NS for buzz severe enough

to cause flow reversal within the subsonic diffuser.

A block diagram of the equations used in formulating the buzz model is presented

in Figure 8, Sheets 1 to 6. The key differences and additions mentioned above are

next discussed with the help of this block diagram.

Properties Upstream of the NS. The instantaneous static pressure PSX is

obtained by first calculating the appropriate NS upstream Mach number (Mx) by

entering the input data curve

MX,= (32)

with the corresponding value of the flow function (Fx) defined as

_____ _T (33)
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The effective flow area A EX upstream of the NS, is obtained by entering the input

data curve

Aex. = f (A) (34)

with the corresponding instantaneous value of X. This curve defines the effective

flow area upstream of the NS for subcritical inlet operation (NS outside the cowl,

X < X c) and the duct cross-sectional area upstream of the NS for critical/super-

critical inlet operation when the NS is inside the cowl (X > Xc).

For adiabatic flow the total temperature upstream of the NS (TTX) is equal to

the freestream total temperature TTO. This temperature and MX are used to calculate

the corresponding static temperature

T=X TTr /. + '- - NX ) (35)

PSX is then calculated from the relationship

ýs Y, : PTc C ( T K TI, K. - (36)

where the total pressure ratio PTX.PTO is obtined by entering the input data curve

PTX/PTO = f(X), with the corresponding instantaneous value of X.

Properties Downstream of the NS. Before discussing the response of the sub-

sonic duct volume to the buzz transient, it is appropriate to examine the throat throttl-

ing logic that simulates the buzz transient (Figure 8, Sheet 3). In calculating the

throttled throat flow, it is assumed that the instantaneous flow (W8 ) exiting (for forward

flow) or entering (for reverse flow) Vol 6 at Station 8 is equal to the instantaneous

throttled throat flow, WET Secondly, the lumped properties at Station 8 are used in

calculating W8 . This is permissible since the 'lumped parameter' concept assumes that

properties within the lumped volume Vol6 , and hence, the throat properties, are

instantaneously equal to the property values at the exit Station 8. The rate of change

of throttled throat flow (W'8) is calculated next as follows.

Calculation of W8 . The throat blockage, (AAET),is first calculated by enter-

ing the input data table

SAAT (y) (37)
AT
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with the corresponding instantaneous value of X. Then,

%ATr) AT- (38)

Now, referring to Figure 7(c), the flow once separated remains separated as

long as PT12/PTO is above .315 and, therefore, for separated flow the full value

of the blockage (4AET) is used

•Aer • I• • E-r(39)

When PT12 /PT drops below .315, attachment occurs and flow remains attached

until the pressure ratio rises above .519. During this period when flow is

attached, blockage is assumed to be two percent of its separated flow value, so

that for attached flow

_ T C 2. OL rA ET (40)

Hence, the effective throat area, at any instant, can be calculated by using the

appropr4.ate AA ` for either separated or attached flow in the equation
ET

Aa AT ,ET (41)

The throat throttling flow functions for both forward flow (FTFWD) and

reverse flow (FTREV) are next calculated by entering the input data curve

[ FT = f(PT/Ps) with the corresponding value of the appropriate total-to-static

pressure ratio at Station 8. The procedure is discussed below.

For forward flow, the total-to-static pressure ratio in Vol 6 (PT6/PS6) is used to
calculate FTFWD as follows.

The input data curve

Ps c" ( F1 .) (42)

includes the front half of the duct steady state friction losses within the steady

state pressure recovery term, PT12iPT6. During simulaiion, the above input

curve is entered with the corresponding mean flow function for Vol1 2 ,

C ,+ t T 1-t2 (43)

A 12- PTI-
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to obtain the instantaneous Ps6/PT12 value. This ratio and the instantaneous
total pressures PT6 and PT12 are used to obtain the instantaneous total-to-

static pressure ratio

O(L - II-) ?rý- (44)

Then the input data curve [FT = f(P TPS ]is entered with the pressure ratio

PT6 /Ps6 to obtain

Fr• F kA D 2 * - -/ (45)

Similarly, for reverse flow, the sane curve [FT = f(PT/PS is entered

again with the pressure ratio PT12/pS12 to obtain

Frizev (46)(s I ,-
Then, for forward flow, the throttled throat flow is

and for reverse flow, it is

- Frv 4E1)/T& if -~t 0. (483)

Finally, W8 is obtained by imposing a lag on the appropriate W8, using a typical

value of. 005 for the time constant -rW8.
* I

WV -- CG (49)

(1.. (50)

Calculation of the Instantaneous PSY- The response of the subsonic lumped

volume Vol 6 (and hence, the instantaneous value to PSy) to the throttling of the

flow at the fixed boundary exit Station 8 is calculated using the PT6 and TT6

rate equations.

For forward flow, W8 is greater than zero and exits Vol 6 at the instantaneous

total temperature TT6 , so that

T= [ (W + WKS (51)
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For reverse flow, W8 is less than zero and enters Vol6 at the instantaneous

total temperature TT12, so that

rt[-r (WA4vt + Wv)rT6(WT a+ (52)

The appropriate value of PT6 corresponding to forward or reverse throttled flow

direction (W8 is positive or negative, respectively) is selected through program

logic (see Figure 8, Sheet 2).

For both forward and reverse flow,

TTC= V& 53

Note that the inflow (W X) through the NS (Vol 6 upstream boundary) includes the

subsonic flow spillage (Wsp) when the NS is upstream of the cowl. Moeckel's

model (Appendix HI) has been incorporated into the buzz model to calculate this

spillage flow during the simulation. The NS standoff distance L is known, at any

instant, during the dynamic caloulations
I /- - X(- - X f': < AC

kt " t (54)

=0foir K ,( K>C

The spillage coefficient, KV, corresponding to the NS upstream Mach number

MX, is obtained from Moeckel's curve

S-= (55)

From this, the corresponding spillage is

W , (5 6 )
Lt k se

where W0 is the critical inlet flow.

Using PT6 (obtained from Equation 51 or 52) P MS-'X and finally X are calcu-

lated as already explained for Model 1. The detailed procedure is shown in

Figure 8, Sheet 2.

Vol12 and Vol1i Instantaneous Total Conditions. The instantaneous total
pressures and temperatures within the volumes Vol12 and Vol18 are obtained by
numerically integrating the corresponding rate equations. In Vol 12 , since for--

ward or reverse flows can occur at both the fixed boundary Stations 8 a~ad 14,
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any one of four combinations of forward/reverse flows canexist at any instant.

Matching of these flows with the appropriate instantaneous total temperatures,

at each fixed boundary, leads to the following four total pressure rate equations:

ff W8 and W 14 0" ,

if W 8 > 0 and W 14 < 0

IfW8 < 0andW 4>0

12- C iC-, ?-, t 2- V -LT (9

IfW8 < 0 andW14< 0

1- __ __ (8

S12- "Tr - TTIS W14 (60)

SThe appropriate value of P0 2 corresponding to the instantaneous W8 and W14

flow directions is selected through program logic (see Figure 8, Sheet 4).

For both forward and reverse flows,

8 14
TT -z t - T 6) + (60)

Th e calculation procedure for obtaining the total pressure and temperature

rates within Vol 18 , for forward and reverse flows at the two boundary stations

14 and 2, is similar to that discussed above for Vol 12 and is shown in Figure 8,

Sheet 5. An option is provided in program logic for calculating PT18 with reverse

flow at the compressor face (W2 < 0; i.e., during severe engine stall). An appro-

priate matching value of engine stall total temperature (TTES) is required as in-

put for simulating such a transient.

Calculation of W 14' The forward (W14FWD) and reverse (W14REV) rates

of change of flow rates at the second fixed bbundary (Station 14) are calculated

by applying the momentum equation to the half duct volume containing the second

fixed boundary.
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"'he two equations are

tT() 'r (62)

"" L ? I - i:-T 11- PT6] (63)

where APL/P T is the subsonic diffuser total pressure loss due to friction, and

is assumed to be constant.

Note that for reverse flow, the frictional force acts in the upstream direction.

Hence, the change in sign for the third expression in brackets in Equation (63).

Thus,

W W 14 >(64)

Initial Conditions

The initial values of thq following parameters are supplied by this segment to

the dynamic segment before dynamic caiculations are initiated. (X)10 , V(T6)IC'

(T12)!C, (T TA)C, (T T12)IC, (T T18)IC, (Ws)IC, (W14)IC"

The calculations are shown in Figure 9, and are self-explanatory. With no by-

pass, all the excess flow is spilled subsonically at the cowl lip with the NS located at

the proper initial stand-off distance from the cowl to allow for the required spillage.

Input Data

The key input parameters required for the 2DE air induction system buzz simu-

lation are presented in Table II. This model does not require any Input transients.

Buzz is triggered through internal program logic as explained in the dynamic segment.

MODEL 3 - THREE LUMP HAMMERSHOCK MODEL

Rapid cutoff of engine demand, usually due to compressor stall, causes an

extreme instantaneous flow ixrbalance within the diffuser. With the diffuser outflow

drastically reduced and the inflow unaffected, the instantaneous excess of inflow over

outflow causes a sharp increase in pressure near the compressor face. With the dif-

fuser exit blocked, this local pressure wave increases in strength and propagates

upstream as a shock front or hammershock (HS). The pressure buildup within the duct

is relieved through subsonic spillage when the hammershock exits from the duct at the
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TABLE U. MODEL 2 - 2DE THREE LUMP BUZZ MODEL INPUT DATA

INPUT PARAMETER FUNCTIONAL RELATION FIGURE NO.

inlet KeX Operatin• and
Geometric Parameters

constant

Sconstrut

H constant

M0 constant -

ACAP constant

A0/ACAP constant -

a R2 constant

WB/W 2  constant

AP L/P constant

(MsP)IC constant

POSTD f(H)

TOSTD f(H) -

PTX/PTO fW) 22(a)

AET /A, fX) 22(d)

Ax f(X) 22(c)

AEX f () 22(c)

KSP f(MXE) 16(e)

M f(FX• - 1-R) 13(n)

PSY/PTY f(Fy) 13(p)

Scale constant
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TABLE I1. MODEL 2 - 2DE THREE LUMP BUZZ MODEL INPUT DATA
(Continued)

INPUT PARAMETER FUNCTIONAL RELATION FIGURE NO.

Lumped Volume Parameters

(PT6'PTX)IC f(Mx) 13(o)

A 12 constant
A18 constant

XA8  constant

Vol6 f(X) 22(b)
V°112 constant-

Vol18 constant

12 constant

PS6/PT12 f(F 12 ) 16(f)

FT f (PT6/Ps6) 16(g)

Z6 , Z1 2 , Z 18  f(F 6), f(F 12 ), f(F1 8 ) 13(r)

C'62 C012, C 18 f(F 6), f(F 1 2), f(F1 8 ) 13(q)

Engine Parameters

NF constant

(W2E)IC constant

W2EC f(NF/02) 13(m)
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cowl. For severe hammershocks, flow reversal occurs within the duct, resulting in

reverse flow spillage at the cowl. Knowledge of the pressure level behind the hammer-

shock is important when designing subsonic diffusers since it can be considerably

higher than freestreanm total pressure. The theoretical approach to hammershock

simulation used in this model is discussed below.

Dynamic Calculations

The only key area in which this model differs significantly from Model 2 is in the

approach used to simulate NS travel upstream along the ramp during a hammershock.

Detailed discussion of the upstream hammershock model is included in the general

review of the overall simulation approach that follows.

The three-lump "lumped parameter" approach provides an approximate simula-

tion of the actual response of the system to a sudden cutoff in engine demand. The

total pressures within each of the three lumped volumes are calculated using the same

approach as discussed in detail under the dynamic section for Model 1. When outflow

from Vol1 8 is suddenly cut off, the instantaneous flow imbalance across the lumped
volume (Vol 1 8 ) causes its pressure PT2 and total temperature TT2 to rise. Instantane-

ous outflows at each of the two fixed boundaries (Stations 14 and 8) are computed by

integrating the rates of change of flows (W1 4 and W 8 ). Since these rates are a function
of the pressure levels across the fixed boundaries, the rise in pressure in Vol 1 8
reduces instantaneous outflow (W1 4 ) from Vol 1 2 , thereby producing an instantaneous

flow imbalance across Vol 1 2 , and increasing its pressure PT12" Instantaneous out-

flow from the fixed boundary at Station 8 is similarly reduced by the rise in PT12,

resulting in an increase in Vol 6 pressure PT6" The normal shock is unaffected by the

sudden cutoff in engine demand until the rise in PT6 forces it to start traveling rapidly

upstream.

Figure 10(a) shows the NS located downstream of the first ramp. The Vol 6

upstream boundary is the NS which extends to the critical flow streamline. The inflow

(Wx) based on AX, includes the subsonic spillage, WSp. During the period the NS is

downstream of the leading edge (i. e., X > 0), the critical flow areas AX and P TX/PTO

are obtained from input data curves as a function of X. The variation in PTx/PT0 as

the NS travels from the cowl to the inlet leading edge is obtained by preselecting the

three known pressure ratio values for NS at (1) inlet leading edge (PTx/PT0 = 1),

(2) end of first inlet rar, p, and (3) end of second inlet ramp, from the inlet input data

at the given flight conditions. Linear variation in PTx/PT0 is assumed between these
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PX f (X)
STX (X)

WBLramp WBLWO Lthroato

LShock BoundaryVo6
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(a) Normal Shock Downstream of First Ramp

-Critical Flow A'-a

X

r~rr. ... ,,,...............................

W-L r a m p W B L

WO --lwsthroat
0 Moving /F -iK 4 orward

Shock k,•e oIrs
Boundary - (1 9 "l'-.Reverse

iA =A Al
SP~~TX = TOWp

Mx = M0

Subsonic Spillage Area

(b) Normal Shock Upstream of First Ramp

Figure 10. Model 3 - Supersonic/Subsonic Upstream Model
for Simulating Hammershock
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three values. The effective external Mach number Mx upstream of the NS is obtained

from the corresponding flow function Fx [RW /FTT/PTA)x]. For severe hammer-

shocks, flow reversal occurs within the subsonic duct, usually ocfore the NS reaches

the inlet leading edge.

In simulating the normal shock travel upstream along the ramp, it is assumed

that there is no massive boundary layer separation (i.e., AEX - AX). This is accep-

table as a simplifying assumption, since for a hammershock transient, the primary

interest is in the peak pressures and temperatures experienced within the subsonic

duct rather than the accurate evaluation of the extent of the normal shock travel on the

inlet ramp.

Figure 10(b) schematically shows the instantaneous inflow and outflow through

Vol6 when the NS is upstream of the inlet leading edge (X 5 0). During simulation, as

long as X - 0, the inflow into the NS is assumed to be at Areestream operating condi-

tions (i.e., AX = A0 ; MXE - M 0 ; PTX/PTO= 1). As the NS travels upstream from

the initial near-the-cowl position, the instantaneous inflow into Vol 6 can increase sig-

nificantly due to flow reversal at Station 8. The instantaneous imbalance between this

inflow and the outflow (i. e., spillage plus bleed flows) increases PT6' until the point

at which the outflow becomes instantaneously greater than inflow due to the continuing

increase in spillage flow. At this point, PT6 starts to reduce, thus relieving the

pressure buildup within the duct.

The overall procedure for calculating normal shock (NS) velocity X is the same

as for Models 1 and 2. A block diagram of the equations used in formulating the ham-

mershock model is presented in Figure 11. The procedure for calculating reverse

flows at the two fixed boundaries within the subsonic duct (Stations 8 and 14) is the

same as that used for W14 calculation in Model 2. Option is included in program logic

(Figure 11, Sheet 5) to calculate PT18 for hammershocks severe enough to involve

reverse flow at the compressor face (W2 < 0). An appropriate value of the engine stall

total temperature (TTEs) is required as input when simulating such a transient.

Initial Conditions and Input Data

The calculation sheet for the initial conditions is presented in Figure 12 and is

self-explanatory. Input data are presented in Table III.
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TABLE Ill. MODEL 3 - 2DE THREE LUMP IIAMMERSHOCK MODEL INPUT DATA

INPUT PARAMETER FUNCTIONAL RELATION FIGURE NO.

Inlet Key Operating and
Geometric Parameters

constant -

H constant -
H cons Uit -

M 0 constant -

A CAP constant -

A 0/A CAP constant -

a R2 constant -

WB!W2 constant -

AP L/P constant -
KSP constant -

(WRATE/W2E) f(t) 24(a)

PTX/PT0 f(X) 22(a)

Ax f(X) 22(c)

MXI f (Fx• ,F-R) 13 (n)
TOSTD f()

POSTD f ()

PSY/PTY f(Fy) 13(p)

Scale constant -

Lumped Volume Parameters

(PT6/PTX)IC fAIX) 13c(o)

A 12 constant

A 18 constant

X 8 constant

Vol6  fQX) 22(b)

Vol 12  const'nt

Vol 18  constant

I1 constant

12 constant -

Z 6 , Z 1 2, Z18  f(F 6 ), f(F 1 2), f(F 1 8 ) 13(r)

C'6$ C'12' C 18 f(F 6), f(F1 2), f(F 1 8 ) 13(q)

Engine Parameters

(W2E)IC constant

*The hammershock input transient profile
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SECTION IV

SIMULATION RUNS

Typical external and internal transients, important with respect to advanced

fighter aircraft air induction systems, vary considerably in the rates, total %mplitudes

and the total time spans over which they act. In selecting the transients for the simu-

lation runs, an attempt has been made to cover a wide range of input transients. This

section describes the dynamic response of the full scale 2DM and 2DE air induction

systems to the following set of typical transients.

2DM air induction system: Gust

Throttle Burst

Buzz

Hammershock

2DE air induction system: Afterburner Blowout

Angle of Attack

Buzz

Hammershock

The output data presented was plotted automatically at the end of each simula-

tion run using IBM 360 on-line plotting capability.

2DM AIR INDUCTION SYSTEM

Input data for the program, developed for the 2DM air induction system model

described in detail in Volume I of this report, are presented in Figure 13. Since the

full-scale air induction system is to be simulated in the program, multipliers are

used throughout the program to scale up the 1/10 scale model data of Figure 13. Only

those figures requiring an explanation are discussed below.

Discussion of Input Data

In the triple oblique shock 2D mixed compression inlet, the local (ML) and

ramp (MA) Mach numbers are obtained from Figures 13(a) and 13(b), respectively.

ML is presented as a function of M0 and ( a + a R1) [where the first ramp angle
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2. Angle Iof Attack 100 Ia~ J3

2.3 -1st damp Angle a[11 100

0160

1.9

1.5
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Freestream Mach Number, M0

(a) ML =f (M0, a)

Figure 13. 2DM Air Induction System Input Data
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(b) MR = f (ML9 aR2)

Figure 13 Continued
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Figure 13 Continued
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Figure 13 Continued
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Freestream Mach Number, M0

(e) A0 /ACAP = f (M0)

Figure 13 Continued
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Figure 13 Continued
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' III is fixed at 10' 1 and MR is presented as a function of the second ramp angle c, R2
and M . The Mach number MX behind the third oblique shock generated by the cowl

llp is calculated from Figure 13(b) by entering it with the cowl ramp angle with respect

to local flow (Ca R2 4 3') and the corresponding Mach number NI The total pressure
recovery 1 TXP PT is obtained similarly in three steps by entering Figure 13(e) to

obtain PTL 'Tp and entering Figure 13(d) to obtain PTR /PTL and P1-TX PTR

The critical mass flow ratio (A0/ACAP) is presented in Figure 13(e) as a func-

tion of M0 and is used to calculate the critical flow (W 0 ) entering the inlet during

mixed mode operation.
Figure 13(f) shows the second ramp angle schedule aR2 as a function of l0*

This schedule is followed to maintain inlet operation at optimum performance as M

increases. The geometric throat area schedule is obtained from the CR schedule

and is shown in Figure 13(g). The desired NS location as a function of M0 is presented0
in Figure 13(h). The NS should be as close to the throat as possible yet with enough

tolerance to avoid being disgorged due to a mild transient.

Figure 13(i) gives the total bleed flow ratio WB /W0 as a function of NIlL for

(a) ramp bleed inlet started, (b) throat bleed with NS located upstream t.nd of slot,

and (c) throat bleed with NS located downstream end of slot. Since (b) and (c) specify

the total bleed flow when the NS is located at the two ends of the slot, at any inter-

mediate NS position, the upstream (WTBX) and downstream (WTBY) bleed flows are

computed as shown in the sketch in Figure 13(i).

The effect of second ramp movement on the boundary layer bleed slot geometry

is shown in Figure 13(j). The slot increases in length(s) as aR2 increases, with the

ramp bleed length staying relatively constant. The NS reference position, with respect

to the slot, is superimposed on the figure in the a R2 range (6 degrees to 12 degrees)

for inlet mixed mode operation.

Figures 13(k) and 13 (1) show the subsonic duct area and volume (Vol 6) distribu-

tion as a function of aR2 and X. Vol12 and Vol18 are assumed to be constant since

their boundaries are fixed. Engine corrected flow (W2EC) as a function of corrected

fan speed (NF/Vf02 ) is presented in Figure 13(m) for the model inlet.

Gust Transient (Model 1, Deck 1)

The following example is used to simulate the dynamic response of the full scale

2DM air induction system to a gust transient.
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Transient: A typical gust (changes in freestream

velocity) initiated at 0.2 second and

lasting for 0.2 second

Mach Number: 3.0

Altitude: 61, 000 feet

Angle of Attack: 0

Control logic is provided in this example for two types of unstarts: choked throat

unstart and the unstart caused by disgorgement of the normal shock (NS) when the

latter reaches the unstable position just upstream of the throat. The inlet throat area

(AT) is programmed to open if the throat tends to choke and a variable area bypass is

used to control NS motion. At the initial condition, the bypass area is sized such that

the NS is located at the desired supercritical location.

Discussion of Output Data. Output data for this transient are presented in Figure

14. The imposed gust transient is represented by reduction in velocity starting at 0.2

second and lasting until 0.4 second [(Figure 14(a)] . The freestream static pressure

(P0 ) is held constant during the simulation. Hence, this transient essentially involves

perturbation in freestream total pressure (PTO) corresponding to the reduction in M0

as shown in the same figure. The run is continued to 0. 7 second to obtain complete

convergence to initial conditions. As discussed before, two independent types of

unstarts can occur when a gust transient is imposed on the 2DM air induction system.

The NS unstart is prevented by the bypass area (ABY) control and the choked throat

unstart is prevented by the throat area (AT) control. These are discussed separately

below.

The effect of the gust transient on the NS position, and the action of the bypaE s

area ABY to prevent unstarting, is discussed first using Figures 14(b) and 14(c).

Initially, the NG is located [Figure 14(b)] 8.7 inches downstream of the throat.

Reduction in M0 at 0.2 second reduces the NS upstream Mach number (Mx) along

with a corresponding reduction in total pressure. This reduction in MX and total

pressure causes the NS to move upstream to a smaller area (Ax). Figure 14(c)

shows that the bypass starts to open in response to the upstream movement of the NS,

thus increasing the bypass outflow to the point where its effect becomes strong enough

to change the direction of NS movement. This change in direction occurs at 0.275

second when X = 154.5 inches, thus indicating that an unstart has been avoided since
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Figure 14. 2DM Air Induction System Output Data - Gust Transient
(Model 1, Deck 1); M0 = 3. 0; H = 61000 ft; ce =O
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the NS is still downstream of the throat (XT 150 inches). Having accomplished its

task, the bypass then starts to close and since the NS is still moving under the influence

of the transient, both X and ABY tend to overshoot their initial locations. However,

once the gust is over (at 0. 4 second) the initial values are reached very rapidly. The

bypass control logic error signal is a function not onjy of the position error (XRE F-X),

but also of the rate at which the deviation from XREF occurs and also the rate at which

the ABY opens or closes.

The throat area (AT -response to avoid choked throat unstarting is now discussed

using Figures 14(d) and 14(e). Rzduction in M0 causes a corresponding reduction in

the total pressure. Th.• result is that the throat flow function FT (VT\"TTx/ATPTX),

initially correspoiiding to a throat Mach number of 1. 5, tends to increase towards the

choking value (0.532). The throat area control is programmed to try and hold the
input throat area schedule ATSCH [(Figure 13(g)] . Since this A TSCH defines the

desired FT as a function of M0 , any deviation from this desired value introduces an

error signal (ATscH -A T) into the system which activates the throat area control. In

this particular example, FT increases and AT [Figure 14(e)] responds by opening

until FT returns to its initial value at 0.35 secod. Its task accomplished, AT then

returns to its own initial value.

Figure 14(f) shows the instantaneous pressure recovery, P T2/P T, during the

transient. As the NS moves upstream during the initial phase of the transient (from

0.2 to 0.3 second), the total pressure los- across the progressively weakening NS

decreases, hence, improving the overall instantaneous total pressure recovery. As

mentioned previously, however, the absolute value of PT2 is reduced from the initial

condition throughout the transient due to the overriding reduction in PT0' A peak

value of P T2/P T 0. 8 is reached at 0. 275 second before the recovery starts to drop

again during the second phase of the transient (because the NS changes direction under

bypass control) reaching a minimum value of 0. 767 at 0. 375 second before returning

to its initial value.

Throttle Burst Transient (Model 1, Deck 1)

The following example is used to simulate the dynamic response of the full scale

2DM air induction system to a throttle burst transient.

Transient: Throttle burst input as a ramp signature
with percent fan speed increase from 56.5

to 75. 5 in a time period of 1.5 seconds
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Mach Number: 2.5

Altitude: 61, 000 feet

Angle of Attack: 0

Discussion of Output Data. A ramp signature for the percent engine fan speed (NF)
which starts at 0.5 second and lasts for 1.5 seconds is input to simulate the throttle
burst [Figure 15(a)] . The effect of this change in speed can be seen in the increase
in engine flow demand W2E [Figure 15(b)] during the transient. The effect of the
transient can best be seen by observing its effect on the NS position X [Figure 15(e)].

Engine flow can be increased either at a high rate or a low rate. The effect of
increasing the engine demand at a high rate is that the flow entering the lumped volume
does not instantaneously match the demand at the lumped volume exit. The resulting
instantaneous excess of outflow over inflow results in a rapid pressure drop in the
lumped volumes and, hence, initially rapid downstream movement of the NS if not
compensated for with a rapid response bypass control system. On the other hand,
increasing engine demand at a low rate (nearly steady state) has the effect of merely
relocating the NS progressively in a new equilibrium position. The effect that dominates
NS movement during a transient is, therefore, established by the rate of the input
transient. In this example, the input transient is at a relatively low rate with respect
to the dynamic response of the air induction system and, therefore, the primary effect
is a nearly steady state downstream movement of NS. The downstream movement of
the NS, in turn, increases the NS strength and, hence, the total pressure loss across
it as it travels downstream. This drop in PT2 is presented in Figure 15(d).

At 0.5 second when the transient is initiated, the NS is located just downstream
of the throat [at 161 inches, Figure 15(e)] and starts to travel downstream under the
influence of the transient. At the same time A starts to close [Figure 15(f)] in
an effort to return the NS to the throat. The NS, however, continues to travel down-
stream up to 171 inches because the influence of the input transient is greater than the
influence of the closure of A BY during the time period of the input transient. A more
rapid closure of ABY would reduce the maximum downstream excursion of the NS.
After the input transient is over, the NS rapidly returns to its initial position which
is the equilibrium position corresponding to the final value of ABY.

The instantaneous imbalance between inflow [W8, Figure 15(g)] and outflow
SW14 , Figure 15(h)] for Vol 12, and similarly between inflow (W 14) and outflow
[W2, Figure 15(i)] for Vol 18 , is practically negligible, indicating that the transient
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(a) Input Transient, N F (%rpm) vs Time
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Figure 15 Continued
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Figure 15 Concluded
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is slow enough to be nearly steady state. The amplitude of the maximum instantaneous

change for the three flows W8 , W 14 ' and W2 from their initial values is also not sig-

nificant. This is because the relatively slow increase in engine flow demand is met

by a corresponding decrease in bypass area at nearly the same rate, with minimal

dynamic fluctuations within the subsonic duct.

Buzz Transient (Model 2, Deck 3)

The following example is used to simulate a buzz transient of the full scale 2DM

air induction system.

Transient: Buzz

Mach Number: 3.0

Altitude: 70, 000 feet

Angle of Attack: 0

Buzz is initiated by triggering separation through program logic with the NS

located just upstream of the throat at the initial condition. The bypass area sized for

this NS location is then frozen for the duration of the run by inputting zero bypass

gain in the control logic.

Discussion of Input Data. Additional input data curves, for the buzz model (Model 2),

are presented in Figure 16. These data are required for this model in addition to the

basic input data presented for the Standard model (Figure 13).

The total pressure recovery upstream of the NS, P TX/PTO is presented as a

function of NS location X in Figure 16(a). During severe buzz the NS can have large

excursions extending nearly to the tip of the inlet and resulting in a noticeable varia-

tion of PT/P Values of P TX/P are preselected from inlet input data when

the NS is at (1) the inlet leading edge, (2) end of first ramp, (3) the cowl, and (4) the

throat at the given flight conditions. Linear variation in P TX/P is assumed between
these values.

Vol6 is presented as a function of X in Figure 16(b). It is based on AX, the latter

being the critical flow cross-sectional area when the NS is external to the cowl (X<Xc)

and the duct area when the NS is inside the inlet (X=-Xc).

Figure 16(c) shows AX and A EX as a function of X. It can be seen that the area

of separated flow (AEx) increases rapidly as the NS moves upstream during the buzz

cycle (as discussed previously in Section III, the flow is fully attached during downstream
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Figure 16 Continued
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movement of the NS). Figure 16(d) shows the throat area blockage ratio AAET/AT
as a function of X. Flow is assumed to be attached when the NS is downstream of the
throat. After an unstart is triggered, blockage increases rapidly until the NS reaches
the cowl. It continues to increase at a reduced rate until the NS reaches the first

ramp, beyond which a constant value of 0. 93 is used. This maximum value of 0. 93
is based on XB-70 simulation input data used In Reference 11 which compares XB-70

flight test data with simulation predictions of Inlet unstart and buzz. Spillage low

W is obtained using Moeckel's equation [Figure 16(eI.

Figures 16(f) and 16(g) are used to calculate the throttled throat flow WET( =Ws).
Figure 16(f) shows P S6/PT12 ratio as a function of the second lumped volurne flow

function F 12 . The pressure ratio includes the steady state friction loss for the first

half of the subsonic duct.

Discussion of Output Data. The output data for the buzz 'transient are presented in
Figure 17. The run is terminated at 0.36 second after simulating two buzz cycles.

There are no controls imposed on NS movement during the run.

When buzz is triggered through program logic at the beginning of the simulation

run, the NS starts to move rapidly upstream from the initial location just upstream of
the throat [Figure 17(a)]. The dominating effect during the unstart mode is the throat
throttling as the NS moves upstream. As the geometric throat area AT is throttled
[Figure 17(b)] the throat flow WET (=W 8 ) is reduced [Figure 17(d)] and induces an
instantaneous two-way flow imbalance, which increases PT6 [.Figure 17(g)] since out-
flow (W8 + WTBY) is instantaneously less than inflow (Wx) and simultaneously decreases
PT12 since outflow W1 4 [FIg-ure 17(e)] is instantaneously greater than inflow W8. As
the NS is disgorged from the cowl at 0. 018 second, the inlet starts spilling, the throt-

tling rate drops [Figure 17(b)] and the accelerating NS increases the rate of change of
Vol With the Vol 6 flow inrbalance now reversed [outflow (W8 + WTBY + WSp) instanta-

neously greater than inflow (Wx)] and Vol 6 expanding rapidly, PT6 starts to drop. It
should be noted that although W8 continues to decrease because of throttling, the rapid

increase in W more than offsets this, thus increasing the instantaneous net outflow
from Vol6 to a level greater than WX,

Instantaneous static pressure ratios across the NS, PSX and PSY (which are

themselves functions of the corresponding Instantaneous total pressures across the
NS, PTX and PT6 respectively) control the NS fluctuations on the ramp. Figure 17(a)
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shows that the NS fluctuates once between 0.035 Pid 0.06 second before attachment

occurs and triggers the second half of the buzz cycle. The duration of time the flow

stays either attached or separated is indicated on the figure.

At 0.06 second the key buzz parameter PT12/PTO [Figure 17(c)] reaches the

value of 0.315 when reattachment instantaneously occurs. With no throttling, outflow

from Vol 6 rushes into Vol12 which is at a much lower pressure PT12 [Figure 17(h)],

thereby causing a sucking effect on the NS, which reenters the inlet and surges to a

highly supercritical position (X = 170 inches at t = 0.09). It reverses itself at this

point and travels upstream until it again crosses the throat, thus initiating another

buzz cycle. The reason why separation is not retriggered at P T12/PT = 0. 519

[see Figures 7(c) and 17(c)] is because at that time (0. 084 second), the NS is down-

stream of the throat and the flow is assumed to be attached.

The buzz frequ-,ncies for the full-scale and model inlets are 7 and 70 cps

respectively. The total pressures and temperatures at the compressor face during

the buzz cycle are presented in Figures 170) and 17(1), respectively. The high rate

of change of these properties and the large amplitudes (11 psi for PT2' 250'R for

TT2 ), associated with severe buzz conditions, are the primary reasons for causing

compressor stall. The pressure and the temperature variations increase the dynamic

distortion at the compressor face to intolerable levels and drastically reduce the

compressor stall margin.

Hammershock Transient (Model 3, Deck 5)

The dynamic response of the full scale 2DM air induction system to a hammer-

shock transient has been studied at the following conditions.

Transient: 100 percent airflow cutoff in 0.01 second

Mach Number: 3.0

Altitude: 70,000 feet

Angle of Attack: 0

No additional input data are required to simulate a hammershock transient. At

the initial condition, the bypass area is sized such that the NS is located at the desired

supercritical location and then frozen at this value for the duration of the run. The

bypass control logic is not included in this model.
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Discussion of Output Data. The output data are presented in Figure 18. The

input transient [Figure 18(a)] simulates engine stall by cutting off engine

airflow (W2E) within ten milliseconds. Thus, the air inunction system continues to

vent a small amount of airflow [W9 , Figure 18(f)] through the bypass area even after

engine demand is reduced to zero.

At 0.01 second, as the Vol18 outflow W2 starts to reduce at a rapid rate, the

inflow W14 [Figure 18(e)] is initially unaffected, resulting in an instantaneous in-balance

across the volume, which increases its pressure PT2 [Figure 18(1)]. At this time PT12

[Figure 18(h)] and PT6 [Figure 18(g)] are essentially unaffected. As PT2 continues to

rise, W14 starts to reluce (at 0.013 second) since its rate of change is a function of

the total pressures across the fixed boundary (Station 14). This reduction in Vol 1 2

outflow now causes an instantaneous flow inbalance across Vol 12 and starts to increase

PT12 at 0.015 second. Similarly, a reduction in Vol6 outflow W8 [Figure 18(d)] at

0.02 second starts increasing PT6 three milliseconds later. PT2 continues to increase

until 0.04 second [Figure 18(i)] and then starts to reduce rapidly when the Vol6 instan-

taneous outflow becomes greater than inflow due to the continuously increasing sub-

sonic spillage as the NS moves upstream of the cowl. Note that the subsonic duct

experiences pressures greater than freestream stagnation pressure [Figure 18(c)]and

that, due to the adiabatic compression of the air within the duct to pressure levels

above the equilibrium recovery level, instantaneous temperature levels are significantly

greater than freestream stagnation temperature.

2DE AIR INDUCTION SYSTEM

Input data for the program, developed from the 2DE 1/8 scale wind tunnel model

described in Volume I of this report, are presented in Figure 19. Multipliers are

used within ine program to scale the inlet up to full scale. Only those figures requiring

an explanation are discussed below.

Discussion of Input Data

Figure 19(a) is obtained from shock tables and gives the Mach number behind the

first oblique shock (ML) as a function of M0 and (a 4 aRI) where the first ramp angle

aR1 is fixed at 10 degrees. A lower limit is defined for the supersonic model (dotted

line) since below this line the flow is subsonic on the second ramp due to detachment of

the second ramp oblique shock for the given ML and the corresponding scheduled second

ramp angle (NR2 ).
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The Mach number behind the second shock (MXE) is presented in Figure 19(b) as

a function of ML and aR2. The total rressure recovery PTX/PT0 is obtained similarly

in two steps as shown in Figures 19(c) and 19(d). The critical mass flow ratio is pre-

sented in Figure 19(e) as a function of M0 and (o 1 100).

Within the inlet operating speeds, a variable angle second ramp is required to

maintain optimum performance as flight Mvach number increases. Thus, some sort

of a control mechanism sensitive to flight Mach number is required to accomplish this

inlet geometry variation because the optimum geometry angles follow a definite Mach

number schedule. This schedule, which gives optimum values of aR2 for maximum

total pressure recovery PTY/PT0) as a function of M is shown in Figure 19(f).
Although for this example aR2 stays constant since M0 is constant, this schedule for

aR2 must be followed, say, in an M0 transient (i.e., gust) to avoid deterioration in inlet

performance. An error signal (aR CH - CR2 1 is generated by the ramp angle con-
trol logic for any deviations from the scheduled value and the control is set up to try

to hold that value by reducing the error. The model inlet throat height defined as the

perpendicular distance between the second ramp and the cowl lip (ht) is shown in

Figure 19(g) as a function of aR2.

Figure 19(h) shows the changes in boundary layer bleed flow ratio (WB/W 2 ) as a

function of NS position and ML. Ramp and throat slot bleeds are lumped together to

simplify the calculations. Since the bleed flow rate is a function of the static pressure

ratio at the slot, a higher constant value is used when the NS is external to the cowl

(subsonic bleed) and a lower constant value is used when the NS is downstream of the

slot (supersonic bleed). A linear variation in bleed flow between the above two constant

values is assumed when the NS traverses the slot.

"1he bypass area is varied to control the shock position. A schedule for the throat

flow function FTSCH as a function of ML is generated for this purpose [Figure 194)].

This flow function is ca~culated Pe~ind the NS when the shock is located at or slightly

ahead of the throat at various operating conditions. This schedule essentially specifies

the desired subsonic Mach number vt the throat at various flight speeds. An error

function (FTSCH - FT) is generated by the bypass area control logic for any deviation

of the throat flow function, FT [WTT -TATP T61 from the scheduled value FTC1

when the NS is at a location other than the throat. This signal tends to close the bypass

when the NS tends to travel too far downstream of the throat (highly supercritical oper-

ation resulting in unacceptable total pressure losses) in an attempt to drive it back
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to the throat and, for the same reason, tends to open the bypass when the NS tends to

travel too far upstream of the throat (highly subcritical operation).

Afterburner Blowout Transient (Model 1, Deck 2)

The dynamic response of the full-scale 2DE air induction system has been studied

using the following example.

Transient: A typical afterburner blowout transient (changes in engine

corrected flow demand) is initiated at 1.0 second and lasts

till 1.92 seconds.

Mach Number: 1.8

Altitude: 72,500 feet

Angle of Attack: 0

In this example the no-bypass no-control option of the program is exercised to

simulate the 2DE air induction system. This is accomplished by assuming zero bypass

area and neutraiizing the bypass and ramp angle (aR 2) controls by inputting zero gains

in the control logic. With no bypass, there is no means of controlling NS movement

and all the excess flow is spilled subsonically at the cowl lip with the NS located at the

proper standoff distance from the cowl to allow for the required spillage.

Discussion of Output Data. The afterburner blowout at 1 second [Figure 20(a)]

causes engine exit air temperature to drop, thus rapidly decreasing pressure at engine

exit and hence, an engine flow increase of about 10 percent before it is reduced to the

original level at 1.9 seconds by reduction in nozzle area. Since there is no bypass, the

engine demand W2E [Figure 20(b)] is the same as diffuser exit flow W2 [Figure 20(f)].

The effect of the transient on the NS is shown in Figure 20(e). Initially, the NS is

located about 3 inches ahead of the cowl lip. The rapid increase in engine flow demand

at 1.0 second causes depletion of the air in the lumped volumes (thus instantaneously

reducing their total pressures) and,hence, a sucking effect on the NS resulting in down-

stream travel. The loss in duct pressure PT2 [Figure 20(d)] due to the initial sharp

increase in engine flow demand is followed by a gain in pressure when the engine flow

demand starts to decrease at 1.1 seconds. During the initial sharp rise of engine flow

demand (10 percent within 40 milliseconds), the non-steady effect dominates since the

pressure PT2 continues to drop, and the NS continues to move downstream for a short

period (60 to 80 milliseconds), even after the Vol1 8 outflow W2 reverses at 1.06 seconds.
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The subsequmt reduction in engine deniam: from 1. 1 to 1. 9 seconds is com-

paratively slow. At 1. 14 seconds and 106 inches, the NS reverses (irection and

rapidly travels upstream until it reaches the cowl. The sudden change in slope (dx/dt)

at the cowl (at 1. 4 seconds) occurs because upstream of this point spillage flow effects

are significant.

Angle of Attack Transient (Model 1, Deck 2)

The 2DE air induction system response to this transient is simulated at the

following operating conditions.

Transient: Angle of Attack. Initiated at 0.05 second as a ramp

input at the typical rate of 24 degrees/second and

lasting for 0.25 second.

Mach Number: 2.2

Altitude: 50,000 feet

The no-bypass no-controls option is again used for this example, along with

the same input data as used for the previous example.

Discussion of Output Data. The input transient a changes through 6 degrees

during the simulation run [Figure 21(a)]. The effect of this change on the properties

PTX and MX upstream of the NS is shown in Figure 21(b) and 21(c) respectively. The

overall change in PT2' X, and TT2 as shown in Figures 21(d) to 21(f) is quite small

Due to the small overall change in properties during the simulation, the fluctuation
in their values before initiation of and after termination of the transient is due to the

exaggerated scale of the plots.

As the angle of attack changes, MX and PTX reduce and the NS moves upstream
in response. This loss in PTX is reflected in the PT2 curve [Figure 21(d)]. The

TT2 level [Figure 21(f)] changes slightly during the transient but returns to its original

value after the transient is over since the process is adiabatic.

As the NS travels upstream, the spillage flow WPincreases as shown in Figure

21(g). The change in W2 [Figure 21(h)] is seen to be directly proportional to changes

in PT2 and T2 since it is obtained from a constant value of corrected engine flow,

W2EC•
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Figure 21. 2DE Air Induction System Output Data - Angle of Attack
(Model 1, Deck 2) M0 = 2. 2; H - 50000 ft
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Buzz Transient (odel 2, Deck 4)

The following example is used to simulate the I'uzz transient.

Transient: Buzz

Mach Number: 2.5

Altitude: 50,000 feet

Angle of Attack: 0

At the design Mach number of 2.5, the inlet operates slightly subcritically with

all the excess flow being spilled at the cowl lip. Buzz is initiated by triggering

separation through program logic.

Discussion of Input Data. Additional input data curves required for this transient

are presented in Figure 22. The approach used in developing these curves is similar

to that followed for the 2DM air induction system except for the&AET curve [Figure

22(d)], where the maximum level of throat area blockag' is reduced to 70 percent as

compared to 93 percent at Mach 3 for the 2DM inlet. Reference 11, which com-

pares XB-70 flight test data with simulation predictions of inlet unstart and buzz,
indicates that model and flight tests for various inlets, including XB-75, have

shown some variation in the magnitude of boundary layer separation as a function of

the static pressure rise across the NS and, hence, the Mach number near the cowl.
Since the latter decreases with decreasing M0 , there is a corresponding reduction in

the separation level (and, hence, blockage) for the 2DE contract inlet operating at
Mach 2.5 as compared to the 2DM inlet operating at Mach 3. The 70 percent level

is based on XB-70 simulation input data available in Reference 11.

Discussion of Output Data. The output data for the buzz transient are presented

in Figure 23. The key parameter PT121PT0 that triggers separation and attachment

is shown in Figure 23(c). After the flow attaches at 0.37 second (when P T12/P drops
below 0.315), the NS [Figure 23(a)] moves rapidly into the inlet to a highly supercritical
location. Separation is triggered again when the NS emerges from the cowl since both

the conditions [(1) that PT12/PTO be above 0.519 and (2) NS be upstream of the cowl]
are satisfied at this point. The reason why separation is not triggered at 0.381 second

when PT12/PTO initially rises to 0.519 Oust after attachment has occurred) is because

the NS is downstream of the cowl at that time.
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Input Data for Buzz Model
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The NS upstream travel rate [Figure 23(a)] for the 2DE inlet is slower than the

2DM inlet and the buzz frequency is lower; 2.5 cps compared to 7 cps for the full scale

2DM inlet. The total pressure PT2 and total temperature TT 2 amplitudes of 16 psi

and 150OR during buzz are shown in Figure 230) and 23(1) respectively.

Hammershock Transient (Model 3, Deck 6)

The dynamic response of the 2DE air induction system to a hammershock transient

has been studied at the following ntmditions.

Transient: 100 percent airflow cutoff in 0.01 second

Mach Number; 2.5

Altitude: 50,000 feet

Angle of Attack: 0

The basic input data are the same as that used for the buzz transient.

Discussion of Output Data. The output data are presented in Figure 24. Since

no bypass is assumed, engine demand is the same as diffuser supply (W2 = W2E) and

both reduce to zero within 10 milliseconds after flow cutoff at 0.01 second [Figures

24(a) and 24(f)]. Although PT12 [(Figure 24(h)], as expected, lags behind PT2 [Figure

24(1)], by about 3 milliseconds, PT6 [Figure 24(g)] actually leads PT12 by about 2 milli-

seconds. The reason for this is that in the 2DE inlet input data the boundary layer

bleed curve FWB/W 2 , Figure 19(h)] is input as a function of W2 [Figure 24(f)]. The

resulting rapid reduction in instantaneous bleed outflow from Vol 6 (about 20 pounds!

second at initiation of hammershock) to zero within 10 milliseconds causes Vol6 total

pressure PT6 to rise somewhat, immediately after the hammershock is initiated,

before dropping rapidly due to the subsequent massive increase in instantaneous spillage

outflow. The reason why this small initial increase in PT6 does not occur for the 2DM

air induction system [Figure 18(g)] is because the 2DM blaed curve [Figure 13(0)] is

input as a function of W0 which stays constant during the hammershock.

During the hammershock the sm-,sonic duct experiences a maximum pressure of

1.22 times the freestream total pressure at 0.033 second [Figure 24(c)].
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SECTION V

HAMMERSHOCK SIMULATION COMPARISONS

Hammershock simulation and test data available on the North American Rockwell

(NAR) XB-70 and F108 air induction systems are compared with corresponding simu-

lation runs, using Model 3. A full-scale XB170 air induction system hammershock

simulation at Mach 3 (Reference 12) is first compared with a corresponding Model 3

simulation run using XB-70 data available from NAR (References 13 and 14). This is

followed with a comparison of Mach 3. 1 hammershock test data on the NAR F108 wing

tunnel model, with Model 3 simulated output using F108 input data, available in Refer-

ence 15. The results are discussed below.

NAR XB-70 INLET SIMULATION VS MODEL 3 SIMULATION

This comparison, using the full-scale XB-70 air induction system, is based on

the following operating conditions.

Transient: 100 percent airqow cut-off in 1 millisecond

Mach Number: 3.0

Freestresn Pressure: .251 psi

Freestrc, a Temperature: 373.5 0R

Angle of ttack: 0

The output data obtained from the Model 3 simulation run is presented in

Figure 25. Figure 25 (a) shows the hammershock input transient which is initiated at

.01 second with 100 percent cutoff in engine airflow within 1 millisecond.

Figure 25 (c) shows the comparison in a~r induction system pressure recovery

(PT2/PT0) between Model 3 and the NAR model. The latter is based on the "moving

hammershock" approach, with the volume between the hammershock and the engine

face treated as a single lump. The model locates a hammershock (IS) slightly forward

of the compressor face at initiation of the transient. The lumped volume between this

shock front and the engine face is the control volume, which increases as the HS moves

upstream. Upon initiation of the transient, the instantaneous outflow from the control

volume is drastically reduced as compared to the instantaneous inflow. The
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"instantaneous control vAlume pressure rises, and the HS moves upstream at a velocity

required to satisfy the in tantaneous pressures across the HS. Since this is a single

* lump model, the control volume between the HS and the engine face is very small at

initiation of the transient, and grows to include the whole subsonic diffuser when the

HS reaches the cowl. On the other hand, Model 3 assumes a constant 'lumped' volume

(Vol 18) near the compressor face. Thus, initially when the NAR control volume is much

smaller than the constant Vol the instantaneous P within the NAR volume increases18, T2
much more rapidly than within 'he Model 3 volume, as can be seen in Figure 25(c).

This rate, however, drops off for the NAR model, since its control volume continues to

increase during the transient, and may include the whole subsonic duct near the end of

the simulation run. Both curves level off for about 3 milliseconds at .032 second and

then rise again to the maximum values of 1.3 at .069 second for Model 3, and to 1.21 at

.056 seccud for the NAR model

T•ha to unavailability of output data from the NAR model (other than PT2/PT0),

comparison of parameters other than PT2/PT0 was not possible.

NAR F108 INLET TEST VERSUS MODEL 3 SIMULATION

This comparison, using the NAR F108 inlet wind tunnel model (Reference 15) is

based on the following example.

Transient: 100 percent airflow cutoff in 2.5 milliseconds

Mach Number: 3.1

Wind Tunnel

Total Pressure: 14.7 psi

Total Temperature: 610OR

Angle of Attack: 0

Figure 26 shows the comparison between the F108 inlet model test andi the Model

3 simulation. The latter compares well with the test results. It should be ncted, how-

ever, that the test is in itself a simulation, since flow is completely cut off by a plug and,

hence,it does not portray the response to an actual engine stall transient, where initial

rapid cutoff in compressor flow leads to flow reversal and, finally, some positive flow

while the engine windmills.

The complete simulation run is presented in Figure 27. The transient is initi-

ated at .072 second, with flow demand completely cut off 2.5 milliseconds later

[Figure 27(a)]. The Instantaneous total pressures PT6' PT12 and PT2 are shown in
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Figures 27(g), 27(h), and 27(i). It can be seen that PT6 starts to respond about 2.2
milliseconds after the transient has been initiated, and since this pressure affects NS

movement, the latter also starts moving at about the same time [Figure 27(b)] . The

oscillations in X and PT6 near the end of the simulation run tend to damp out fairly

fast. Final steady state conditions calculated by Model 3 will indicate total pressure

recovery behind the NS of. 3 (which is the pressure recovery behind a normal shock at

Mach 3. 1) with the NS located three to four inches upstream of the inlet leading edge.
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APPENDIX I

DERIVATION OF THE LUMPED VOLUME TOTAL
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE FL_.TE EQATIONS

In the 'lumped parameter' concept, the air induction system subsonic duct is

divided into a series of lumped volumes. The volume nearest to the diffuser throat

has a moving upstream boundary (the normal shock) and a fixed downstream boundary.

The remaining lumped volumes have fixed boundaries. The instantaneous toad tem-

peratures and pressures wl;hin each of these volumes are obtained during the simula-

tion run by numerically integrating the corresponding rate equations. These rate

equations are derived by applying the one-dimensional unsteady continuity and energy

equations in conjunction with the equation of state to each 'li-mped' volume. The pro-

cedure adopted here in developing these rate equations is, first, to derive from basic

principles, the one-dimensional unsteady energy equation for a control vr.lume with a

moving upstream boundary and a fixed downstream boundary, and then to apply the
'lumped' volume con"ept to this energy equation for developing the rate equations.

The final forms in which these equations are used in the air induction system dynamic

simulation computer program are obtained through some algebraic manipulation.

Total Temperature Rate Equation

The approach used in deriving the basic unsteady energy equation[Equation (5)

in this Appendix) for a control volume with a moving upstream boundary (the normal shock)

and a fixed downstream boundary follows Reference 16. It is included here in the original

form except for some changes in nomenclature.

The time-dependent energy equation states that the rate of energy accumulation

in an adiabatic control volume without shaft work is equivalent to the net flux of energy

through its boundaries, lessened or increased by the rate of work done at the surfaces

of the volume. The figure below portrays the situation. The control volume (CV)

extends from a moving control surface to a fixed end boundary. In this portrayal,

translation of the moving surface lags the fluid motion. However, the derivation

applies to any control surface speed relative to fluid speed.
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Control Volume Control Volume
SdX/dt • Xdt/

Time t Time t + At

The energy contained by the system of fluid nresent in the control volume at

time t is Eli+ Euit. Since energy can be added' to an adiabatic system in the form of

work only, and since energy must be conserved:

+ E-Le r.. 1) L C(&W (1

At time t the control volume contains the fluid encompassed in Regions I and IL.
At t + At the fluid Regions I and III occupy the newly formed control volume. There-

fore, during the same time interval At, the energy change for the control volume is:

E Ecv ej KCv ,t- F__ (2)

Combining Equations (1) and (2) gives:

ot Ev - t e 4 Er + +1 &. (3)

where

The energy contained in the control volume is made up of internal energy (e),

kinetic energy (u2/2g), and potential energy, the latter assumed to be negligible.
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Thus, from the calculus

Et___-E_,, .(, + ,."2•)sAd), (4)
At(t)

where X. and X denote the co.,trol volume entrance and exit stations, respectively.

0

Similarly, the energy flux across the boundaries is made up of internal and

kinetic energy, so that the time derivative form of Equation (3) can be written as:

j f{e. ÷ Z'5•) AdX- CS,~ ,,L - (5)[ ÷uz •

+,.U (t(

Equation (5) is the basic unsteady energy equation for a control volume with a moving

boundary.

Now the work performed on the control volume is assumed to occur only at the

upstream and downstream flow boundaries and consists of flow work. At the two

boundaries the fluid exerts pressure PS on the control volume and enters the upstream

moving boundary at (u. -!L-) ft/sec with respect to it vnd leaves the fixed boundary at

u ft/sec. The flow work performed on the control volume is, therefore,

(A,1 u~ J- K-, C L X (6)

The expression [Ai PSi (ui -d-•) is the flow (Wi) entering the control volume, thus,

e!*SL (7)

and, similarly,

( '•-• ) = _ nPs..o o (8)
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Therefore, the net work performed on the control volume is,
AV1L _m PS LS C.(9)

Now substituting Equation (9) into Equation (5) we obtain,

X1, (e.~~ ~ ~ ~ +4, Ady -,'A W,(e + !L

X. tt) r -L

LS, W, W

or

Pe
where the enthalpy hS =e+ S

or

+--- ( A. yS = WL C9- ILWo Ce-TTo (11)

where

1.954- h.1. C-PTT

In order to evaluate the integral of the energy in the control volume accurately,
the axial distribution of fluid properties through the volume must be known. This dis-
tribution cannot be obtained by the present theory. To overcome this deficiency, the
'lumped' volume concept is introduced. In this concept it is assumed that the lumped
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instantaneous flow properties correspond to the instantaneous average properties of

the entire control volume. Defining the control volume properties in this manner

provides the equality:

+f e Aa KA + r, =(12)

where subscript c refers to the properties (i.e., energy, mass) within the 'lumped'

control volume.

Thus,

S=U "L (hQs. + MC - mCI

;U 'c+ 'C- L *r;-

(13)

C4 m.CTO) - PI, (~Vf

Applying the unsteady continuity equation which states that the mass accumulation

/dmc\ within the control volume is equal to the net flux of fluid through its boundaries-dt/

we get

or

M C. f J(W - W.) a'.(14).

Substituting Equation (14) in Equation (13) we get

S[(e- + U [J,- .± -T,. f) (15)
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instantaneous flow properties correspond to the instantaneous average properties of

the entire control volume. Defining the control volume properties in this manner

provides the equality:

+ ! ( + )(CA4~ JL)( + ,_)mc (12)

where subscript c refers to the properties (i.e., energy, mass) within the 'lumped'

control volume.

Thus,

+ -)m] n4 L&'s + rn-

(13)

Applying the unsteady continuity equation which states that the mass accumulation

/dmc•\ within the control volume is equal to the net flux of fluid through its boundaries

we get

-MC W4 WC,

or

JL Wý - W.o) it-. (14),.

Substituting Equation (14) in Equation (13) we get

t" e + 1 )d E C- - t. dj (15)
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Then Equation (11) can be written as

0. rrc- W'. t3 - ý!-( P,*c) =C 6,T,- Wc TT.) .(16)

It is assumed that Cp is constant over the range of temperatures under consideration.

Now the flow work term on LHS of Equation (16) is

e- g 3 (W.- + eZT' (LI W ). (17)
J V'

Substituting this in Equfatlon (16) and performing the indicated derivative of the first

expression on LHS of Equation (16) we get

_ r• (WC -( W o) . CP (w, TT, - WO TT) (18)

To eliminate the static temper iture derivative, it is assumed that

STs , Tsc A r-±r- (19)

This assumption is permissible for moderate subsonic flow velocities.

Substituting Equation (19) in Equation (18) and simplifying, we get

61 rrcf W') 4L-p T c7 E(%-z'r, ( w. -r w o rrc)

WC'(I4T. .14o)TT.- (20)
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Now

Mc f W W. s, Psc Vc (21)

Substituting Equation (21) into Equation (20) and rearranging

Jrr ,P 'T Wj.i .1-., - T 4- - (c)Ev [V.TP -

- L'P[L•JITrL - •k~rr•) +'C(t4'•)rT (I -;:3r-g )j (22.)

Iz Ts. TSC

Let

, T ] (24)

and

C 0 (25)

Substituting Equations (23), (24) and (25) into Equation (22) simplifies it to

_ ;Tt-T - -o T r CTrc (W 0  W )]
" Ce Vc e-PT,"

or,

TTC TT~ W L rT - T zTrV, Pr. V (26)
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Total Pressure Rate Equation

This equation is derived by applying the equation of state to the fluid within the

control volume

or

In.-S (21)VC

Differentiating this with respect to time t, we get

or,

e ,.-- + T, J-v , - C TS a (28)

Now substituting

the continuity equation A = -- O (29)
alit

and the assumption S-- • (30)

into Equation (28) we get

__e - e. -J + I drsc T __ . VC (3 1)
VL L nc :Ac -- -5
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Now substituting . V_ = P~ C VL
C v- "Ts.€

and the assumption 14 TSC T- i T7--
Cit Tc ' t

into Equation (31) and rearranging yields,

,I 14ý Rrs. PrL - -A) + Tr5 dTrI 44 .VC (32)
Cit Ps' Vc. TT' et -:I T(32

From Equation (24) T T= .

Substituting this in the first term on the RHS of Equation (32) we get

TT- < -V (33)

Form of Total Temperature and Total Pressure Rate Equations Used in Computer
Program

Through algebraic manipulation an alternative form of these equations, more

suitable for use in the air induction system dynamic simulation computer program, is

obtained as follows: Multiplying Equation (33) throughout by TT- and rearranging, we

get, PTc

STr' ( .W Co T) = rT- T - d V/c- _ T .-. *(34)

dTTc

From this the total temper~tture rate d_" is,
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,-•--" T-. 1 W, +',. -V-,. A P: T

Now Equation (26) can be rearranged as follows:

.T (.c W,- W) ,TTC. --T'z CW,.-rI-. - L•jr-)i•~~W T, W•-, 1ý t TV• t (361

Combining Equations (34) and (36), simplifying, and substituting C' Z for C

[Equation (25)], we get

RZTTC ( rTr, - WC'TTO T.c 'j V c 7Ti-'- i'v'e*

C- I e _--? -- i t (37)

dPTc
From this the total pressure rate --- is

.., W'R T--, W CT-,- )._ P-, - V.

TT. ) .. - (38)

Thus, the final dimensionally consistent form of the total temperature and total pres-

sure rate Equations [(35) and (38), respectively] in the computer program, is:

,- Trc - Wo - W L) + PTC - Tc, (39)

CA t P'-r.. I Va. J

dr- -_ _. -L T, (40)
Ci t VcV Vc

for P in psi, T in OR, W in lb/sec, V in cubic inch, t in seconds and R in ft lb/lb OR.

Note that the signs of the last expressions on the RHS of the Equations (39) and

dVC
(40) have been reversed since -jt is negative when X is positive (NS movement

towards compressor face).
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APPENDIX I1

DERIVATION OF THE EQUATION FOR THE RATE

OF CHANGE OF FLOW ACROSS FIXED

LUMPED VOLUME BOUNDARY

In the 'lumped parameter" concept, the air induction system subsonic duct is

divided into three lumped volumes. The volume nea- ýhe throat (Vol 6 ) has a moving

upstream boundary and a fixed downstream boundary and the remaining two volumes

(Vo112 and Vo118) have fixed boundaries.

To calculate the rate of change of flow rate (V?8 and *W1 4 ) at each of the two fixed

boundaries the total subsonic duct is divided Into two equal volumes, each volume con-

taining a fixed boundary (Stations 8 and 14), from the previous three volumes (Figure 3).

The rate of change of flow rate at these boundaries is then determined by calculating

the rate of change of momentum within each volume due to the instantaneous net imbal-

anced force acting on it during transient conditions. For this calculation, both the

volumes are frozen at their NS-at-throat value during the transient.

The equation for the rate of change of flow rate (W8) is derived in this Appendix.

Exactly the same procedure applies in deriving the rate of change of flow rate (W1 4 ).

The momentum control volume is shown in Figure 28, in which the duct volume of

interest (Vo16  plus one-half Vo112 ) is represented as an equivalent constant area

(A8 ) volume of length 11, defined by
tl _=Vol 6  -'hVc'lez 1

A t,

Applying the unsteady momentum equation to the constant area momentum control volume

with the assumption that PS6 and PS1 2 act at the entrance and exit of the control volume

respectively, "we get,

@2

where the steady state duct pressure loss (PT6 - PT12) is defined as APL.
2
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For subsonic duct flow, assuming that the velocity heads are relatively small com-

pared to the static pressures, it is permissible to assume that the entering and exit-

ing momentum terms are equal. Thus, Equation (2) can be written as,

-2-

0

Further, again due to the relative magnitudes of the velc-Aty heads relative to the

static pressures, the dynamic pressures at the entrance and exit stations are assumed

to be equal. Thus, in terms of PT6 and PT12' Equation (3) can be written as

4J•d - ~ (4)
I)

In order to evaluate the integral of the LHS of Equation (4) accurately, the

instantaneous axial distribution of flow rate (W) through the volume must be known.

Since it is not possible to obtain this distribution using the current approach, to over-

come this problem, the 'lumped" volume concept is introduced. In this concept it is

assumed that the lumped instantaneous weight flow corresponds to the instantaneous

average weight flow of the entire momentum control volume, where the instantaneous

average weight flow is

or

= (5)

Substituting Equation (5) into Equation (4), we get

R -A e -Pv Y1-- (6)

so that the equation for the rate of change of flow rate (W8 ) across the fixed boundary

Station 8 is

"" We a 1 (7)_9 = we .• :- 2-

where the dynamic impedance constant, I, is defined as
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I _ - (8)

The equation for rate of change of flow rate (W14 ) across the fixed boundary Station

14, is also obtained using the same procedure and is given by,

14 = WtTI PT, A P-
4 (>T 1- " I (9)

where

- (10)
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APPENDIX HI

MOECKEL'S MODEL FOR SHOCK STAND-OFF/SPILLAGE FLOW CALCULATIONS
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APPENDIX III

MOECKEL'S MODEL FOR SHOCK STAND-OFF/SPILLAGE FLOW CALCULATIONS

Moeckel's continuity method (Reference 17) has been used in the dynamic models

to calculate the expelled bow shock position ahead of the inlet cowl. Moeckel derives

expressions for both plane and axially symmetric bodies and then applies the theory to

two-dimensional and axisymmetric inlets. The theory as applied to 2D inlets is of

interest here and is summarized below.

y

Os
YS Sonic Line

A0 •clr~. / Cowl

A0

YSB------ -S

Ym

MO•

0 x 0  XSB s x

The above figure shows Mceckel's representation of the inlet bow shock. The

subscripts used in the text are defined below.

c Centroid of streamtube passing through sonic line

m Freestream location of stagnation streamline

S Sonic point of detached shock
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APPENDIX III
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to calculate the expelled bow shock position ahead of the inlet cowl. Moeckel derives

expressions for both plane and axially symmetric bodies and then applies the theory to

two-dimensional and axisymmetric inlets. The theory as applied to 2D inlets is of

interest here and is summarized below.

Y

XS Sonic Line

Yc -- - -•_ - _

YSB--- --- SB

Ym

0 X0  XSB

The above figure shows Moeckel's representation of the inlet bow shock. The

subscripts used in the text are defined below.

c Centroid of streamtube passing through sonic line

m Freestream location of stagnation streamline

S Sonic point of detached shock
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SB Sonic point of body

s Conditions along sonic line

0 Freestream conditions

The coordinate ym defines the location of the stagnation streamline that separates the

mass entering the inlet (ym) from that spilling subsonically outside the inlet (YSB - Ym)"

Fov 2D inlets, the spillage is defined as r = 1 - (y m/YSB). Moeckel's continuity method

establishes a relationship between this spillage and the NS stand-off distance (L) using

the following procedure.

Assumed Form of Detached Shock Wave

This method assumes that

(a) the form of the detached shock from ym to the sonic point S is a hyperbola.

Thus, for a given M09 the angles 0S and xS for sonic velocity behind the shock

are immediately known;

(b) the sonic curve between the detached shock and the cowl lip is a straight line

and normal to the deflected streamline at S (i.e., ?7 = XAS).

For the 2D inlet, the following equation for the shock location /-L ) is developed

from the hyperbolic equation of the shock wave in terms o f and Y.

L Ys an Co ) -c _ io(1

Ns YSeIs

where

C +S] (2)

is known since the cotangent of the Mach angle 6 = 0- 1 and ¢S are known

quantities for any given freestream Mach number. • enters into the hyperbolic shock

equation since typically detached shocks are asymptotic to the freestrearki Mach lines

at large distances from their foremost point.

Application of the Continuity Equation

To determine the quantity ys/YsB' the continuity equation is applied to the fluid

that passes through the sonic line by using an appropriate average value of the stagna-

tion pressure distribution immediately behind the hyperbolic shock. This average
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value (P )c is assumed to exist at the streamline which represents the mass centroid
of the fluid passing through the sonic line. For plane flow, this streamline enters

the shock at yc = (Ys - Ym)/2.

The continuity equation for 2D flow between the sonic flow area (A ) and the
S

freestream area (A0) of the stream tube can then be written as

•~ PS& ) : _ (f-)' (3)

where B is a function of L:'• freestream Mach number only.

Independently, from inlet and shock geometry, As/A. may be written as

As Y/S - "/S6 4
To (Ys my)COSI

Now for plane flow, )7 is assumed equal toA )S so that,

As Ys - Y55 (5)

or
Ym 6 cIstk

'ys - i - - (6)
•/•,5I - e6 cc•s-•s

Substituting this value into Equation (1) gives the final equation in terms of the subsonic

spillage.

Ls LM + X-- • (7)

Equation (7) can be written as

L ksp ( I - ým(8)YL Ysa

where

KSp + P5 S
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In applying Equation (8) to the 2DE and 2DM inlets described in detail in Volume I

of this report, it can be written as

L (10)

with the freestream Mach number as used in Moeckel now becoming the relevant local

Mach number upstream of the detached shock.

Values of Kp as a function of local Mach number (ML) a•'e used as program

input for calculating either the shock stand-off distance or the subsonic spillage.
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